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ABSTRACT. The tethered aerological balloon system (TABS) currently
under development at NOTS is designed to maintain a captive balloon
and payload at stratospheric altitudes for an indefinite period of time,
taking advantage cf the region of minimum wind velocity nearly always
present at some level in the lower stratosphere. The system consists of
(1) a conventional polyethylene balloon fitted with a self-deploying reef-
ing system to reduce lateral drag; (Z) an airborne telemetry-command
package capable of monitoring up to six aerological or other parameters
concurrently (additional packages may be distributed along the tether as
needed); (3) a NOTS-developed glass fiber tether having a tensile
strengtlh comparable to that of steel, at one-fourth the latter's weight,
lztbricaLed in splice-frcc lcngtha exceeding 100,000 feet; and (4) a mobile
ground vehicle from which all functions subsequent to launch can be per-
formed, carrying a crew, control winch, and equipment to communicate
with a ground telemetry and command station; the vehicle can run with
the wind to reduce lateral drag loads on ascent or descent. The system
is expected to become operational the fall of 1965. Various uses and
possible further developments of such a stratospheric moored platform
are discussed, including applications to manned systems.
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INTRODUCTION -
0_

In June 1962, a proposal by Mr. Charles A. Smith, of Aerological
Laboratories, Encino, Calif., was brought to the attention of the U.S.
Naval Ordnance Test Station (NOTS). In this proposal was discussed
the possibility of mooring a balloon at stratospheric altitudes for ex-
tended periods of time. The system was originally intended to support
a vertical chain of sensors to monitor meteorological parameters con-
tinuously, at a single location, over a range of altitudes-hence the
acronym TABS (tethered aerological balloon system). The utility of
such a system, if feasible, in providing a relatively fixed high-altitude
long-duration platform for a wide range of geophysical observations was 4-
immediately evident, and Mr. Smith was invited to NOTS for further die-
cussion of his proposal.

i BACKGROUND

4. Meteorological Data
4 The feasibility of such a system rests upon the observation that

temperate-latitude profiles of wind velocity as a function of altitude,
such as those illustrated in Fig. 1, almost invariably show a maximum
in the troposphere, followed by a rminimum in the lower stratosphere.
In the region of the maximum, generally between 30,000 and 50,000
feet, the wind velocity exceeds 50 knots nearly half the time and not in-
frequently reaches 100 knots. At the minimum, however, which usually
lies between 55,000 and 75,000 feet, the wixtd velocity excccds 20 knots

Sin less th-an 576 of the profiles studied, and is generally below 10 knots.
The wind direction is, as a rule, reasonably constant through the trop-I
osphere, but often changes sharply just below the minimum. The
altitude of the minimum shows considerable day-to-day variation, and
this, coupled with its often rather limited vertical extent, renders its
existence much less evident when profiles are averaged over periods
of several days, or over successive years at the same date.

Attempts to moor conventional balloons in the troposphere under
any but the lightest wind conditions are frustrated by the excessive
drag loads imposed, and flights of any significant duration are imprac-
tical. The use of high lift-to-drag aerodynamically shaped lifting
vehicles alleviates the situation somewhat, but such systems have never-
theless proven unsuitable for flights to altitudes much in excess of Z0,000
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FIG. 1. Wind Profiles, NUTS, Week of 14 September 19C4.

feet. If, however, one can place the balloon in the region of minimum
winds, the drag on the balloon will be much lower; only the relatively
small cross-section tether will be exposed to the high-velocity trop-
ospheric winds, and a minimum total system drag can be maintained
by slight anjustments in balloon altitude. It should, therefore, be pos-
sible to maintain the system aloft for a considerable period of time,
provided that the wind velocity at the balloon remains relatively low,
and does not become unreasonably great at lower altitudes.

Balloon and Tether Design and Analysis

Such a system of course requires balloons of suitable design and
construction to support the vertical and horizontal loads involved and
utilizing materials providing sufficient gas retention and resistance to
d.terioration under stratospheric conditions to remain aloft for days or
weeks at a time. The former requirements appeared to be satisfactorily
met by existing natural -sh-ape, ta-ped polyethylene balloons, and while
in'formation an the latter problems is as yet relatively sparse, it ap-
pears probable that current and projected developments in balloon
technology will provide vehicles suitable for flights of at least moderate I
duration.

.'2.
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It is also necessary to consider the properties of the tether employed.
The "classical" material, music wire, has great tensile strength-up
to 280,000 psi in diameers near 1/10 inch-and more modern steels
are available which are up to 30% stronger. Steel, with a specific
gravity of 7.8, is, however, also very heavy, and even the best alloys
will support their own weight in lengths only up to approximately
110,000 feet. The total tether length xequired f.or a bailoon moored at
7!,,000 feet can easily approach this value, leaving no margin of strength
to mee: the additional loads imposed by aerodynamic drag and the ex-
cess balloon lift required to hold the system crect. One possible
colution, that of tapering the tether downward from the balloon, also
fails, since with high tropospheric winds the tension in the tether at the
ground or at intermediate altitudes may become comparable to that at
the balloon.

Since it thus appears that the strength-to-weight ratio of the tether
material is a critical parameter, it becomes evident that the solution
is to be sought in the direction of the lightweight, high-tensile-strength
materials which have resulted from recent technological advances. It
was found from preliminary analyses that if a material having a tensile
strength of 150,000 to Z00,000 psi and a specific gravity of 1,5 to 2.0
could be procured, the stratospheric moored system would become
feasible. It appeared that several candidate materials were or would
soon become available which might fall within this range.

In order to assess the feasibility of a stratospheric moo.ed balloon
system in general, and to ascertain the balloon and tether parameters
required to meet specific wind conditions, an approximate method of
analysis was worked out (see Analytical Procedure) which involves the
balancing of the vector forces acting at successive points from the
balloon down along the tether to the ground, the entire system being
presumed in equilibrium. The analytical process yields, for a partic-
ular wind profile, a balloon of specified lift and weight, an assumed 2
payload, and a tether of given diameter, density, and tensile strength,
a set of figures for tether tension and angle to the vertical at successive
uniform intervals of altitude. Failure of the system is indicated by
an increase in tension beyond the specified breaking strength of the
tether or an increase in the tether angle bcyond the horizontal (in
which case, of. course, the tether cannot reach the ground). It is then I
necessary to increase either the balloon lift (and drag) or the tether
strength (and hence tether drag and weight) and repeat the calculation,
until either an equilibrium configuration is found or the ultimate capac-
ities of the balloon or tether material are exceeded. In the former
'ase, the given wind profile can be tolerated; in the latter it cannot,
and such winds must either be avoided, or countered by improvements in
balloon design or tether mate:-ial.

Ground Station

The ground station from waich the system is to be flown must
incorporate a winch capable of depl,'ving the system, adjusting its
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flight altitudt as tiecessary in order to maintain the system alift, an(retrieving 4ht payload (with tether and balloon, if possible) at the end

of the flight. The ground station must be provided with data concerning
the wind velocity as a function of altitude. These data might be obtained
from periodic free-b-alloon soundings during the flight; a much more

satisfactory solution, however, would be to () ,- 0- airborne systen,
with instruments capable of mnee tring the wind velocity at the balloon
and at various points along the tei.her, and continuously telermetering

r this information to the ground station.

There is a further requirement on the ground station if the system
is to be truly operational. Provided that the balloon can be maintained
aloft under a given wind profile, the question now arises: Is it possible
to launch the system under such conditions? Analysis, and subsequent
experience, suggest that the system envisioned cannot be maintained
erect if the relative wind at the balloon exceeds approximately ZO knots,
at any altitude. If the balloon is to rise slowly, under the control of
the winch operator, the system cannot be launched unless the wind is
below ZO ki~ots at all altitudes; such conditions are relatively rare,
occurring less than 10% of the time. If the system is to be flown under
less ideal conditions, other methods must be used.

One possibility is to allow the balloon to rise and move with the
wind as if it were free, paying out the tether as fast as it is needed.
This has two serious drawbacks: (1) The tether reel-out rate may be-
come excessive for any reasonable winch system. (2) The balloon may
be carried so far downwind by the time it comes to altitude that the
weight of tether to be supported may exceed the balloon's lifting capac-
ity.

A more attractive solution would be to n.ount the winch on a mobile
land vehicle (or a ship at sea). If the vehicle can then move more or less
parallel to the existing winds at speeds up to, say, 40 knots, it should
be possible to launch the balloon and allow it to rise under control to
altitude through winds up to 60 knots, provided sufficient maneuvering
space in available. Even higher winds at specific altitudes might be
tolerated by allowing the balloon to rise '"ree" through the regions in

Preliminary Investigation

The system thus proposed appeared to offer sufficient promise to A
warrant further study by NOTS. A large stock of miscellaneous balloons,
acquired in connection with other projects, was on hand; othtr necessary
materials and equipment were readily available; various areas on
Station offered airspace closed to civil traffic, ly-ng above relatively
flat and accessible desert terrain; and several people were experienced
in the handling and launching of balloons. A series of tests was there-
fore undertaken, using small (18- and Z3-foot) balloons, nylon line, and
a surplus aerial tow target winch mounted aboard a pickup truck.
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No records were established during these tests, although successful
flights to relatively low altitudes (approximately 5,000 feet) were made,
but a great deal was learnecd about the handling and rigging of balloons
for this type of operation. The mobile-winch technique was tested and
found feasible, and the design parameters for the ground vehicle and its
equipnment were established. A considerable amount was learned about
the properties required for the tether and poarible nnethods for it, de-
ploymnent; and finally a great deal of data was acquired against which
the analytical technique outlined above could be checked, and from which
aeroudynamic paranetrs., pertinent Wo the analysis, such as drag coef-
ficients, could be derived empirically.

On the basis of these results, it was decided to proceed with a
program directed toward the development of an operational system
capable of supporti:ig a payload of a few tens of pounds in the lower I
stratosphere for as much as a week at a time. Funds were solicited and
procured frorm the Atomic Energy Commission and subsequently from
the Advanced Research Projects Agency, a contract was drawn up with
Aerological Laboratories, and a full-scale dev'lopmental program was
und,.rtaken. This program has led, during the past 3 years, to a
syslein which is on the verge of becoming operational. The components
of the system, and some of the developments leading to their preoent
configuration, will be described in the next section.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

OPERATIONAL SITE

During the early stages of project TABS, a number of possible
operational sites were considered. The requirement of extensive re-
stricted airspace and terrain permitting considerable mobility limited
serious consideration to a few large military reservations in the West,
and none of these was found to offer sufficient advantages over NOTS
to warrant the more complex logistics involved. The use of a Navy
vessel at sea was explored and found both feasible and attractive; again,
however, the amount of planning and scheduling involved suggests that
such operations should be postponed until a working system has been
dcveioped and tisted.

Of the areas available at NOTS, the most suitable was found to be
the Randsburg Wash test range, an annex to the southeast of the main
lodv of the Station, adjoining and sharing airspace with Edwards Air
Force Base and the Army's Camp Irwin reservation. Ground vusage of
this range is limited, and the airspace is generally available on week-
ends, and by arrangement at other times.

An existing road, extending eastward for 14 miles in the general
direction (approximately west to east) of the sur,-n-mer tropospheric
winds, and free of sharp bends or overhead wires, was graded and
realigned to permit smooth travel of the winch vehicle at speeds up to
45 mi/hr (Fig. 2). While other, more convenient, areas of the Station
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FIG. 2. Billooii Flight Amca at Ratndsburg Wash Test H-1nge. The mobile bliuch

road extends generally eastward (.1ilmuth, approximatcl) 80 degrees) for A4 miles

from the balloon inflation site, 1, to its termiinus, 2.

have been enmployed for smrall-scale tests, Randsburg Wash hias becil,
and will continue to be, the site of m-ajor ope rations.

BALLOON

One of the 1 )roblerns familiar to every balloonist -that of preventing
a rpartially inflated balloon from conveCrting itself into a spinnaker uinder
the influence of a gust of wind-ic doubly serious in tlsc case of the
tethered balloon. This is ,-o, because while a free balloon, once launched,
moves with the wind and 0ius no longer requires restraint, the tethered
balloon may be subjected to appreciable lateral -windis all the way to
altitude. A surprisingly simple solution to this problem has been
found, however: A close-fitting sleeve of polyethylene is slid over the
lower three -quarters of thec lengthi of the uninflated balloon. Upon
inflation, the ba]lloon as sumes an ideal "ball -on-a -stick'' configu rationl
with a taut bubble which rebists d~cforniation under a lateral wvind load-
ing and exhibits drag characteristics not greatly inferior to those of a

the sleeve is forced down accordionwvise, offering sufficient resistance
to maintain the desired configuration.

Th'lis s yst em hias been tested wvith static inltosof the 18-, 23-,
and 75-foot balloons employed ii. this program, with entirely satisfactory
results. Figure 3 showvs the static inflation of a 75-foot balloon in an
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1IG. 3. Static Inflation of 75-Foot Taped Polyethylene Balloon to Test

iOeployment of Sleeve Clutch.

airship hangar at Santa Ana, Calif. The former two sizes have also
been flown tethered to altitudes as high as 15,000 feet with success,
using this method (Fig. 7 illustrates a Z3-foot balloon so rigged for
a low-altitude test flight, with the balloon more than half expanded at
ground level). In installing the sleeve clutch it is essential to refold
the balloon in such a way that the portion within the sleeve has the form
of a fluted column with the load tapes on the outside and the gore panels
tucked inward, to avoid pinching the envelope material as it emerges

sfi .ILL leeve.
A further advantage of this technique is that it provides an appreci-

able enhancement of the vertical ascent rate. With the large free lifts
(often exceeding 60% of the balloon gross lift at ground level) which
must be provided in order to support the tether weight as well as wind
drag forces when the balloon com'es to altitude, the rising balloon, if
unrestrained, assumes a variety of extremely unstable configurations
which greatly increase its drag and reduc, its ascent rate. The sleeve-
clutched balloon, on the other hand, takes on a stable, somewhat
flattened mushroom shape and ascends considerably more rapidly, with

a minimum of billowing and pendulation. This has been verified by
radar and phototheodolite observations of pairs, clutched and unclutched,
of 18-foot balloons inflated to large free-lifts and aliowed to ascend
together from adjacent release points. The clutched balloons ascended
at a rate up to 15% greater than the unclutched ones, and exhibited
vertical drag coefficients of 1.2 to 1.6.

7
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INSTRUMENTATION

As noted in the discussion of the ground station it is desirable to
provide ,i-rhorne wind.speed sensors and telemetry (TM) to relay
wind velocity data tc, the ground. An altitude sensor is aisu of consid•

srable utility, especially during the ascent phase. If instrumental pay-
loads are ultimately to be carried, TM channels are also desirable for
relaying data to the ground. A6. ground-to-air command aystem should
also be provided, to permit voluntary separation of the payload and
tether from the balloon if needed at the termination of the flight, arid
to allow switching of modes of operation of the airborne instr'.iments
to conform to observational requirements.

The package represented by the block diagrarn of Fig. 4 has been
developed to fit these requirements. Powered by silver-zinc alkaline
batteries, it provides up to six channels of FM TM on a single VHF
carrier (only two channels are currently utilized, for pressure-altitude
and wind-speed data) as well as a IJHF command receiver for mode
selection and balloon cutdown. This apparatus is housed in a glass-
resin-covered foam plastic case 3 1/2 inches square and 56 inches
high, and is carried in the balloon train, the load being transmitted
through a pair of st el stays straddling the package. No particular
effort was made to avoid weight; the entire package, with two antennas,
weighs somewhat less than 50 pounds. Two identical packages have been
constructed and tested; they are shown in Fig. 5.

The ground station, incorporating a pair of helical antennas, a
czrnrnand transmitter, a TM receiver, discriminators for the data
channels, paper chart and magnetic tape recorders, and meters for
direct pressure and velocity readout, was originally housed aboard the
winch vehicle. It has since been found more practical to remove the
ground apparatus to a separate location, and it is presently housed
either in a fixed instrumentation site for operations at Randsburg
Wash, or in an air-conditioned mobile van for use elsewh ýre. Commu-
nication with the wincn. vchicle is maintained by a radio l.nk.

TETHER

A wide variety of possible tether materials was investigated and
tested. Of these, the most promising involved a collimated bundle of
glass fibers embedded in epoxy resin, but commercially availaule
specimens suffered from limited flexibility and brittleness and could not
be procured in sufficiently great lengths. It was believed that these
limitations could be overcome, and the development of a suitable tether
was undertaken at NOTS.

A pilot production line was set up, and experiments were carried
out using various combinations of glass tether and rcsin, wit! hiLhly
satisfactory results. Specimens were made in diameters ranging from
0.060 to 0.095 inch, with breaking strengths of 800 to 1,800 pounds.
Tensile strengths in excess of 225,000 psi could be achieved consistently
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\kwith occasional speciinens running over 300,000 psi. With a resin con-

ten' of approximately 2076 by weight, the samples displayed a specific

* gravity of 1.6 to 1.7, yielding strengthi-to--wcight ratios and breaking

lengths exceeding those of music wirt by a factor of 4. All of these
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FIG. 5. TABS Airborne Telcmetry-Command Packages, Closed

and With Cover PRemoved. The cylindrical-vane aniemoncter

plugs into the large fitting at the top, next to the cut-down squib

connector. The aeroid barometer assembly is mounted on the

fiftl shelf from the top inside the package. The lowei six trays

carry the silver-zii c and niclcl-cadmium batteries. The antenna

leads extend throjigi' the bottom of the package.
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results could be achieved while retaining a high degree of flexibility,
comparable to that possessed by steel wire in similar sizes. This
portion of the tether development culminated with the production of a
continuous splice-free length of material 0.065 inch in diameter and
8,500 feet long, with a minimum break strength of approximately 750
pounds. Thi-a specimen was used throughout a series of trial flights
and performed in highly satisfactory fashion.

In view of these results, it was decided to set up a full-scale
production line capable of manufacturing the tether in lengths of up to
150,000 feet. A 20- by 200-foot area in an existing building was parti-
tioned off and partially enclosea with dust-excluding screening and
positive-pressure air conditioning, and the pilot production line was
reconstructed on a larger and more permanent scale. For a complete
discussion, see Tether Development.

While the new facility was being constructed, Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corporation, which had been supplying the glass roving,
offered to manufacture approximately 50,000 feet of 1,500-pound break-
strength material of basically similar construction. This proposal was
accepted as providing a possibility for conducting intertrmediate -altitude
tests-; Owens-Corning was able, however, to produce a total length of
81,000 feet of material of 0.093-inch diameter testing to 1,650 pounds,
and the entire quantity was purchased. Approximately one-half of
this material has been expended in a series of flight tests to investigate
various methods of handling and deploying the tether.

A number of problems remain to be explored with regard to the
glass-resin tether. One of the most important concerns the making of
attachments to the ends of the tether, which, of course, cannot be
knotted. For tensile tests, hollow metal ferrules are potted with epoxy
resin to the ends of the test specimens, but the curing process is slow,
unless heat is used, and careless handling will allow the sample to
break if it is kinked near the mouth of the holder; a new approach
providing a rapid, secure connection is needed here. For attachment
to the winch drum or the balloon load line, a few turns about a reason-
ably large-diameter cylindrical su-'iace provide adequate friction to
hold the tether end securely, without excessive local stresses (for the
attachment to the balloon, load line, a large, lightweight but rigid
flanged hoop some 24 inches in diameter and 1 inch broad is used, with
the flanges extended on one side to hold a shackle pin to which the load
line is tied). What is needed, however, is a simple, rapid field technique
for making splices in the middle of the line without degrading either
its strength or its flexibility to any significant degree. Efforts are I
currently being made to solve both of these problems (see Appendix).

It has been found entirely feasible to embed one or more copper
wires into the tether as it is being fabricated, at only a slight penalty
in weight and tensile strength. The possibility of also depositing a
conducting outer layer over the tether, to provide a coaxial conductor,
is being considered; such techniques would, of course, be of great
usefulness for supplyi.ig power to and communicating with an airborne
systern.

11



LAUNCHER

Initial exý)erimcets inwolving a pickup truck with a hand- or
electric-powtlred to- tai-get winch as a mobile launch platform indicated
that a Bomnewhat more E;ophisticated systern would be required. An
effective, if unhikely, %",olhtion was provided by the acquiuiation of the
surplus amphibious truck illustrated in Fig. 6 and 7. Six-wheel drive
and large -diamete-- tires permit traversal of dirt roars and open
desert terrain at adequate speeds with e-,:.ccllcnt stability; extensive
and relatively unobstructed deck space, coupled with a variety of power
takeoff points, provided an ideal base for the winch and tether rigging
required. The maie. winch, of 18-i•i:ch core and 36-inch flange diameter,
32 inches between flangeo, with a capacity of 100,000 feet of 0.125-inch
cable, was specially fabricated and mounted on a framework at the
stern of the truck. The wirch is driven through a four-speed automotive
transmissior, and multiple V-bdlt by a hydraulic motor. This motor is
in turn connected to a varialulc displacement hydraulic pump driven
by the power takeoff orii:J.i!y used for the vehicle's propeller shaft.
Reel-in under power, and i.ydxaulic braking of the winch on reel-out may
be controlled independently of the truck's road speed by valves at the
hydraulic-control operator's position amidships. The tether passe!s off
the winch through a level-wind gui.,e pulley, forward to a second pulley
at the bow, and then back to a final fairlead pulley mounted on a welded
superstructure over the truck's center of gravity. The bow pulley is
supported by a framewo.rk incorporating an electromechanical load cell
which provides continuous :nonitoring of tether tension, and is equipped
with a footage counter; the fairlead pulley is universally mounted and
fitted with a Teflon-bushed lead-out sleeve, permitting the tether to
emerge unobstructed in any direction 4.n the upward hemisphere. All
pulleys, as well as the drum core and the lead-out shoe, have a minimum
radius of 9 inches. Maximum rz-el-in and reel-out rates under light loads
are in excess of 2.,000 ft/min, and reel-in can be accomplished at low
speeds against a tether tension up to 2,600 pounds,

Adjacent to the hydraul-c-control position is a second seat and a
console, originally carrying the ground-based components of the TM-
comruna'id syster,, but at present f-ited with ih, irirbl .ives , for th'
ground-station radio link and a control panel for the intercom system
used by the personnel aboard the truck. 'rhese personnel include the
hydraulic and communications operators, the vehicle driver, and one
observer, who is seated facing backward and upward in the driver's
compartment. All personnel zrt. shue.;d,ýd froni possible injury in the
event of tether breakage by side and cverhead screens of wire mesh
or clear plastic.

A small auxiliary winch a( th, e:xtrc;;-ic bturn of the vehic-ic, toý
gether with a guide pulley and lead-.ou, g--ommet, provide a means for
initial erection of the balloon ,ncl load train, and for transferal of the
loa.d to the main tether. A gasoline-diiv•n 110-volt a.c. generator is
also mounted at the stern, to provide power for floodlights during night
operations and an)y additional instrumentation which may be used for a

12
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FIG'. (I. TABS Mobile Winch Vehicle.

specifiz operation (all of the basic instrumentation for the flight system is
battery -powered). An emergency mechanical braking systemn for the main
winch has controls accessib,'e fromn several points aboard the vehicle. A
catwalk and handrail extend a'.ong both sides of the truck, permitting free
access to all stations.

TESTING

The present configuration of TABS is the result of a large number of
* small- and mediumn-scale flight operations, one of which-a TM test flight to

5,000 feet using the gla~s tether and a 23-foot balloon-is shown in Fig. 7. Con-
tinuous refinements of components and techniques have been made as their need

* was indicated by practical experience. Flights with the systern under full con-
trol have been made to 15,000 feet altitude (18,000 feet mn.s.l.) using music wire
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FIG. 7. Final Preraratioas for 5, 000-Foot Telemetry

Checi.-Cu Flight Usin 23-Foov Slreee-Clutiched
Balloon, Glass Tether, and Mobile Lamich Vehicle.

T he balloon is attachecd to tbcauibr winc:h by a

secondary handhing line.

tether, while the glass tether has been used for numrerous flights to as
high as 10,000 feet, with full recovery ot balloon and payload when de-
sired. Analysis of these flights has provided hitherto unavailable data
orn t~he aerodynamics of the system, -which perm-it the original analytical
technique to .'7be extended with' considerable confidence to the full-scale
stratospheric flights planned for the immediate future.

The developi-ent program- is expected to culm-inate in a series of
two or three flights to stratospher ic altitudes using the present TABS
components and Winzen 225,000 ft 7 75-foot -diarrnetc r taped polyeth-
ylene balloons. The first flight will be performed under optim-yum wind

14
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conditions permitting, if possible, a static launch, and will carry
instrumentation solely to test the perforjnaný e of the system itself.
This flight will be limited to a few hours' duration.

One or two subseqaent flights will be conducted, prinarily to test

the system under mriore severc win,.d -ond-i U;.on. requir,,ing a mrobile
launch, and it is hoped that at least one of thete will be of several
days' duration. A few tens of pounds of scientific apparatus may be
included in the payload for these later flights.

SYSTEM APPLICATION

Plans for the future use of TABS fall into two categories: those
utilizing the present system for various geophysical research projects,
and those directed toward furltier development of tethered high-altitude
systen•s.

GEOPH YSICAL- METEOROLOGI CAL RtESEAkCHi

The original concept of TABS involved its use as a moored, perma-

nent nmetcorological station. This still represents one of the most im-
portant functions which such ! Jystern could fulfill: providing a con-
tinuous record of aerological Parameters at a fixed point (or series
of points, with sensor packages attached to the tether at various
altitudes) in the atmosphere. In, addition, TABS wou:d make possible
the direct measurement of such quantities as vertical wind velocities
and precipitation nuclei concenta.ations which arc of interest to the
weather modification program ay NOTS.

A somewhat related problem is that of atmospheric electricity.

Measurements of the atmospheric poter'.ial gradient have hitherto relied
upon summation or integration of a sequence of short, vertical base-
line observations, and have yielded contradictory and xionreproducible
results. A tethered system using the glass-resin line with one or more
embedded conductors, as mentioned above, would make possible direct
ri-eas urement of the ainioh ulie ii c *otcr• ,.--s a its variation with
time. Efforts are being made to develop suitable collectors and rmeasur-
ing instruments, and to test various conducting tether configurations
The interesting possibility of using the atmospheric electrostatic
charge as a source of continuous power is also to be investigated.

TABS could also Le used as a platform for photographic, photo-

electric, and, ultimately, television observations, both of the ground
and clouds below and of astronomical objects above the balloon. The
possibility of using wind-vector forces as a iimple source of first-
order azimuthal stabilization for such instrumentation is of great
interest, especially insofar as a stabilized platform would permit

relatively long exposures at high resolutions and narrow bandwidths.

The tethered system also provides an ideal vehicle for long-term
detection and collection of various atmospheric constituents and con-
taminants. With a moderate horizontal wind at the instrument, contarni-
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nation by material associated with the balloon, payload, and tether could
be avoided. Suitable collectors and detectors of sufficiently light weight
already exist, and will be employed with TABS for study of atmospheric
moisture, precipitation nuclei, microrneteorites, and organic niaterial.

UNMANNED- AND MANNED-BALLOON RESEARCH

Since the lift of a balloon increases as the cube of its dimensions
while its projected area, and hence drag, varies as the square (similar
considerations applying, of course, tc tether strength and drag) the
efficiency of the system will increase with bize. On the other hand,
the problems associated with inflating and launching the system, es-
pecially under adverse conditions, will at the same time become more
severe.

Two approaches to these problems are available. The first, and
simplest, is to operate from a vessel at bea, permitting movement in
any direction at reasonable speeds. Matching of vessel speed with
wind vclocity will permit vertical inflation of the balloon from a limited
deck space, making a small, fast ship such as a destroyer sufficient
for the purpose. It is hoped that this approach can be tested using the
present system in the near future.

To operate a larger, all-weather system on land, however, it will
probably be necessary to abandon the mobile technique, since the ex-
tensive airspace and ground access required will not be generally
available, and the larger capacity winching system needed would become
somewhat unwieldy. The most direct approach would involve (1) some
method of protecting the balloon during inflation and prior to launch
(several such methods have been proposed in recent years); and (2) a
substantial increase in balloon ascent rate, best achieved by use of a
low-drag aerodynamic conf~guration. If ascent rates of 2,500 to 3,000
ft/mm could be achieved, a static launch technique would become
entirely feasible, even in the presence of relatively high tropospheric
wind velocities. Experiments are to be conducted at NOTS with small, 4
streamlined balloon shapes to determine whether stable ascent can be
achieved at such rates, and to develop means for maintaining efficient
aerodynamic configurations over the large balloon expansion range
needed.

The possibility of i-nooring balloons at altitudes abo,-e that of the
wind minimum has also been given extensive consideration. While the
strength-to-weight ratio of the glass-resin tether is certainly adequate
for flights to the highest altitudes which can be reached by conventional
balloons, it is felt that the most efficient system would involve deploy-
ment of a high-altitude second stage from a balloon moored at the wind
minimum. The upper stage should combine sufficient buoyant lift to
support itself and its tether in low winds with aerodynamic lift and
control for station-keeping in higher winds. Model studies leading
toward such a system could be conducted using the present TABS.

Finally, the tethered balloon system offers an attractive solution
to many of the problems hitherto encountered in manned high-altitude
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balloon operations, eapecially those involving flights of long duration.
The balloon can be confined to a relatively limited region of air space,
line-of-sight conmmunications can be maintained, and it might even
prove feasible to conduct resupply operations by "'lying'' a small balloon
and payload up alonig the tether.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

An analytical program has beezt worked out and refined, which
permits determination either of the balloon and tether parameters
required to adapt the system to a general class of wind conditions, or
of the feasibility of flying a given system under a specific wind pro-
file. The procedure has been simplified to the point where it can be
performed by rnantual COmputation in a relatively short time following
a pibal or rawinsonde sounding, immediately prior to a flight. The
vehicle rate profile for a mobile launch can likewise be readily computed
on the basis of a last-minute sounding. Examples of such computations
for the existing system in a recent, typical wind profile are presented
in the following paragraphs.

GENERAL

Figure 8 illustrates the configuration which will be assumed by a
tethered system having the parameters indicated on the right in the i
figure, under the wind profile of 17 September 1964 (see also Fig. 1,
where the wind velocity is plotted in knots rather than feet per second).
The procedure is as follows;

1. Select balloon flight altitude: h,, =61,000 feet
2. Select balloon net lift: Lb 750 pounds

3. Deter iine balloon projected area at the gi\en h,. i.b tifro balkIcr inflation tables:
Ab = 4,000 ft 2 (balloon assumed spherical)

4. Determine wind drag on balloon: D~b = (p1' o2/2) A, - 3.5 pounds
(CI)b = balloon drag coefficient = 0.8
p' = tituphiic dc-nGsta! ,) - 2. ( 04 slugs/ft
IV = 3.3 ft'sec, both irom rawinsor:de redut tion)

5. Specify payload %eight (including 'M-command package, antennas, load line, load ring,
parachute, squib cannons): p, - 88 pounds

6. Compute tether angle at balloon b) vector resolution:
0, = tan-' Db /(Lb - 9P) = tan- 49.4 T 10- 0017

7. Compute tether tknsion at balloon:
S= D6/sin 0o = ( - )/cos 0, = 662 pounds

8- Sriect first altitude increment: Ahl = 4,000 feet
9. Compute tether length in hj: fl = Ahl /cos 0o, = 4,000 feet

10. Compute tether flat-plate area: A1 - 7.85 f? /1,003 31.4 f02
11. Compute tether drag force: D1 = CI), (PI Vi'/2) A1  0.30 pound

(Cog - tether draf coefficient - 1.2 (meun value from experinient 4 theory)
p, = 2.25 x 10- slugs /ft 3 , V, = 8.35 ft 'sec, both from raw t-sunde data

at intrenment midpoint, 62,000 feet)
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12. Compute tether increment v~eight: V1 4.715E 1/1,000 - 19.0 pounds
13. Compute tether angle at hl - h,- VI) 60.000 feet

01- tan-1 (T,, 9in O, DI ),'(T,, c on ,- 9 0~'20'

14, Compute tether teniion at hl1
j (70 @in 014 DI Vs in 01 - 643 pounds

15. Repeat steps 1 through 14 for successke iwitremenis ill aiiuiudn G. .5,000 fce t or

60.000 feet to 5.000 feet, final incremenit 2.65,0 feet from 5.000 feet to grounrd
(2.350 feet)

WIND VELOCITY, FTIEC

0 10 20 20 40 5L, 60 70 so 90 100

70

I - 662 LB. 6-0^ - 17'

BC-643 LB,0'- 20'

619 LB0. D' - 33 '

TMJN 9-. .) SIN fl,. - D-,l 0 17 COS '~ .I)

30595 L,2' - 30'ARA78F,00 -

576 6, 7- - 35' OI AME TER 0.093 IN -. o 00) FT

WEIGHT A7$ LB 1,LW F T
40'36 LB, 18' DRAG COEFFICIENT .2&REAK;NG 5TRENGIH .. 1,500 LB .1IN

tTOTAL WEIGHIT 420 LB

30 6 .,3 BALLOON

664 LB,~ T. -(Lb -6*.) COS 0.

Dt~mE I ER 711 F T(5FT NO.U
20 611L,5-AREo' dIXIC F)

VOLUME In,200FT'
GROSS LIFT SBOLB

Z747 LB.,8 BALLOON WEIGH-T 210 LB
(ORC)UND LEVEL, NET LIFT (LI. .. 750 LB

1) 230FT'05L,6'PAYI.OAD r*,1 56 LB
DRAC, COEFFICIENT 0 a
FLOA

T 
ALTITUDCE 4001M S.L.

Ut ,7*bURST ALTITUDE 68000O F 7 M-51.

0 10 20 30 40 X 60

DISTANCE, THOUSAND$ OF FT

FIG. 8. TABS Flight Configuration ý17 htptenoer ivvft),

From the values oi On and Tn thus ul~tained dt each altitude h.a

flight configuration such as that in the center of Fig. 9 can be plotted.
-- ataypitO exceeds 90 degrees, or T-~ the tether breaking

strength (1,500 pounds), the systemn cannot b~e flown. In the present
case, a previous computation with L b =650 pounds showed 0 =90

degrees at approximately 4,000 feet altitude; the confliguration was
redetermined for Lb 750 pounds, with the acceptable results shown
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in thle figu re. Th is profile is, howeve r, close to thle m1aximluml Which
thie present system could tole rate; thie balloon is very near its rnaxi -

niuni inflation, ý.%bile the tether angle at the g round is dangerously
large. The tether tension, hioweve r, is at all points well below. thc
ispecified iimnominumi breaking strength. The total length of tether out
45 somewhat greater than theQ presently onl hand, but is well wiithin the
length btdieduielcd for pruductio'n atNT_,

According to the remna ining profiles illust rated in F-ig. 1, a flight
would hiave been ma rginally possible on the 14th, since although thec
v'-oc-ity at dhe Iriaxdviouii is, viomewhat vreater than onl the 17th, it is
relatively less below 20,000 feet, and the altitude of the m~inimiumn is

cniderably lowver. The system would encounter no difficulty Onl the
15th or I utl, and the vertical extent of tile low'-velocity region could
permiit flights to considerably greater altitudes, It is unlikely that
the present system could have been maintained aloft on thle 18th.

In, all such calculations thle winds are assunmd to be constant in
direction. Thi5 is, in fact, a reasonably good assusiiption in most
cases over the region of moderate-to-high wind velocities, and, further,
miakes the calculations somiewh0at conservative since a variation in
wvind direction wvith altitude will reduce tether angle to sonle extent,

Application of the mobile launch technique to the profile of the
17th is illustrated in Fig. 9. If the balloon were to rise freely, -with thle
wind, at a rate of 1,Z00 ft/mmi (whiich should be achieved by a well-
clutched balloon having a vertical drag coefficient of 1.5 to 1.6), it would
follow the right-hand dashed CurYve, corning, to altitude som-e 28 miles
downwind, and requiring slightly over 30 miiles (approximately 160,000
feet) of tethier. The weigh, (760 pounds) of this amnount of tether exceeds
the lift available, and this launch miode is obviously not feasible.

0 APPROX5JMATE VEIAONRFLA1

1)ACTUJAL FWL RcLT/V

1 N.. A"'-~ALOON RIZLAT IVE

S VEH',LtF SPtto ~ . TO GROUND

30 64 GRUN ALIIUDIE 23.50 FT M 5 L
59 F: 7 L10I64.ODD F T PaS L

BALLOON~ RISE RTIE 30II SEC (1, 2WF MWN
~ L , 0 / - aLLOON R;$E.TIME 2 ,0 7 SEC (31 2 5 M.T

.5VEHICLE RATE RANGE (IRS FT SE(: iO041 W iFR)
1,~ 3 VEH-4CLiL 'ZOAD DISTA.NCE 76)750 FT (14 S5 MiI

10TPH!r,0 %_NDýTH (ST ATIC L&IJNCh, 159.0W0 FT

0 10 20 30 4( 50 81 0 70 @Q, 90 100 Mi 120 130 140 150 16~0 170 18 K 1I"

DISTANCE, 1 110USANDS OF F T

11G. 9. TABS Mobile Launch-lwrfile Matching Technique.
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if the actual wind profile is approxinated by the 5,000-foot-interval
stepped profile which overlies it in the figure, and then a conservative
vehicle-bialloon rate differential of 2_S ft/sec (approximately 15 kunots)
is assumed, the vehicle rate profile indicated by the left-hand stepped
curve is obtained. The vehicle is then driven for periods of 4 minutes
10 seconds (equals 5,000 feet divided by 1,200 ft/min) at each of the
various speeds indicated in the figure, attaining a maximum speed of
60 ft/sec equals 41 mi/hr and following the central dashed curve. The
total road distance covered is 14.6 miles, which is just feasible,
utilizing a section of available road lying to the west of point 1 in Fig. 2.
The balloon, followling the left-hand dashed curve relative to the vehicle,
now comes to altitude 13 miles downwind of the end of the road (2, Fig.2),
with 18 miles (approximately 95,000 feet) of tether deployed, for a total
weight of 450 pounds. This is quite acceptable, and the balloon would
giadually drift back upwind, with the tether being retrieved under light
tension, until the configuration of Fig, 9 was reached.

Of the profiles in Fig. 1, that of the 14th is too severe; the trop-
ospheric winds are blowing at some 50 degrcees to the road direction,
giving a cross-wind component of some 40 knots. Even if the wind
were blowing along the road, the 58-knot maxirnurn would require ex-
cessive vehicle speeds, unless the rate differential were allowed to
approach 20 knots. On the 15th the winds, although relatively low, are
at some 80 degreeb to the road direction, making a mobile launch
impractical. Free ascent of the balloon from a st.Ftic ground point
would, however, consume less than 100,000 feet of tether, and would be
feasible.

The profile of the 16th offers some choice: The balloon could be
let out uniter control from a static position to 40,000 feet, and then
allowed to rise free to appr..xiinately 50,000 feet, or the mobile launch
method could be used, widh the vehicle Late profile matched to that of
the wind velocity, the vehicle remaining more or less directly below
the balloon during the entire ascent. On the 18th, again, launching
would prove impossible.

It can be seen that, during the week under consideration, the system
could be launched and maintained aloft over a full three days, from the
15th through the 17th. This is a fairly typical pattern: a recent study
indicated that of some 83 days during June thr'ugh September 1964 on
which soundings were made, static launches could be made on six, and
free-rise or mobie launches on 22, for a total of 34% of the days con-
sidered. Similarly, the system coul-' 'e maintained aloft on 58, or '70%.
of the days studied, many of thvbe falling into groups of a week or more-

DRAG

The various drag cuefficients used in these calc',lations have been
derived from analysis of flights to altitudes of up to 15,000 feet (and to
50,000 feet for the ascent rate observations with free balloons). They
are at least. plausible when compared w. th theoretical calculations and
the limited experimenmal data obtained elsewhere, and there is no
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evident reason for doubting their applicability at higher altitudes. The
empirical drag coefficients for the balloon, 0.7 to 0.8 lateral and 1.2
to 1.6 vertica,, lie bctwcen,. the vau. . for a smrnooth sphere (0.5) and a
circular flat plate (2.0); the higher figure for vertical drag evidently
results from the observed flattening of the b-illoon crown at high ascent
rates.

The assumed tether drag coefficient of 1.2 is somnev.hat more com-
plex. Strictly speaking, an element of the tether should be considered
as an inclined cylinder subject to normal and parallel drag force, as
well as lift, and three coefficients should be employed. It appears,
however, that by using a single drag coefticient and utilizing the total
flat plate area (not just the component nornial to the w.ind) of the
tether, a reasonable approximation to the actual forces on the tether
can be obtained, permitting a great simplification of the calculations;
the drag coefficient tlhu. dete rmined falls in the range 1.1 to 1.3.
Parallel (skin) drag is found to be negligible except at high tether in-
clination angles, which in the normal TABS configuration occur only
near the ground. Lift forces, which will be negative and thus equivalent
to an excess t 'ther weight, are significant principally at intermediate
angles, again encountered at relatively low altitudes. Normal drag
coefficients based on Reynold's nurboer calculations for the prevailing
velocities and tether dinnensions range from 2.0 at 10 ft/sec at 80,000
feet to 1.1 at 10 ft/sec and 0.8 at 50 ft/sec at the ground (at 1 ft/sec at
80,000 feet the coefficient can reach a value of 6, but the drag force
at such a low velocity and atmospheric density is negligible). The
assumption of a drag coefficient of 1.2 applied to the total projected
area of the tether results in general in a moderate overestimation of
the tether drag force, which offsets the effect of neglecting lift forces
upon the derived values of 0 at intermediate altitudes, and somewhat
overestimates the tether tension. Similarly, near th2 ground the cal-
culated drag is considerably in excess of the actual normal drag, which
probably overcornpensates for neglect of parallel drag. The result is
a relatively conservative assessment of system capabilities which should
suffice for the present; actual high-altitude flight data %vill ultimately
provide more precise information on which a more detailed and accurate
analysis can be bzksed.

TETHER DEVELOPMENT

BA CKG ROb NI

The first report on the development of a balloon tether covers the
time from early 1963 to the present. The desirability of a very-high-
a!titude tethered meteorological balloon had previously been indicated,
and a region of relatively low winds at an altitude ot from 55,000 to
80,000 feel had been id entified.

It was estimated that in order to reach this alti:ude a balloon tether
10.,000 fcet loin would be required. Aerodynamic stabijity of the
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balloon indicatec a net lift of about 800 pounds, and the balance betwcen
aerodynamic drag and tether weight resulted in a relati\ely constant
tension. The usual balloon tether material had been steel wire or
nylon cable; ho-wever, even the best of these materials can hold their
own weights to a length of only about 120,000 feet, to say nothing of
supporting the net lift of the balloon. These considerations led to the
use of reinforced fiberglass for thether.

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

A i-,quest for technical proposals asked that information include the
services, labor, and materials necessary to design and fabricate cable of
nonmetallic materials, two samples of 100,000 feet each, meeting cer-
tain specifications and having a minilnum breaking strength of 1,000
pounds.1 The principal specifications were that the cables furnished
have a minimum breaking strength of 140,000 psi, and that the cable
suppoit 90% of the load while wxapped around a radius of 100 tether
diameters for a period of 72 hours.

Responses were received from three firms. One company was
producing a polyester strand rope called NOLARO (no lay, or twist,
to the cable); however, the breaking strength of polyester cannot pos-
sibly be made high enough to meet outlined requirements. Another firm
with no experience at all in this field offered a proposal that would not
meet the requirements. The third respondent was tne New Plastic
Corporation of Los Angeles, Calif., which had been producin§ a glass
fiber-epoxy rod to be used for guy wires for radio antennas.- This ma-
terial NUPLAGLAS, was recommended for the tether. However, although
New Plastic Corporation was considered to be technically qualified to
produce balloon tether, it was felt that a better material might result
from pilot production at NOTS.

In the meantime, several attempts were made at NOTS to make
small pieces of tether by pulling glass strands through eyedroppers,
impregnating glass strands in silicone rubber molds, and other exper-
iment! of this tv-e. None of these efforts was very successful, although
some test samples were made by the eyedropper technque. For iII-
stance, one setup featured a spool of glass, a small tubular muffle
furnace, and a crank that pulled the glass strands through a simple
device to impregnate them. Then, because at that time a fast-sctting
resin was not being used, the resulting strand was hung up to cure.

A sample of collimated B-staged glass epoxy tape with 80 ends of
"S" glass was acquired from Douglas Aircraft Co. This tape was

doubled to produce 160 ends and pulled through an eyedropper to make
" tether. A tensile test of one of these handmade tether pieces yie'luded
"a breaking strength of 1,394 pot nds. Other specimens having 210 ends

I Letter, U. S. Navy Purchasing Office, los Angeles, Code OP4tal, Schedule 32114, Serial 6775,

dated 22 April 1963,
2 NIcmorandurn, from Di. S. D. Elliott, Jr. to CDR I. A. Cassini subjeci, Ti chnical Ivalua.-

tion on PR 5020 1449 Technical Propxosals (IVII-123-413-63); dated 6 Juee 19t3.
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of glass yieldt:d breaking strengths ranging from 1,130 to 1,556 pounds.
However, these were outstanding exceptions to the general rule that
it was nlot possible to make satisfactory tether specimens in the lab-
oralory.

DEVELOPMENT AT NOIS

Initial Facility Setup

NOTS had had previous experience in working with fiberglass and
epoxy in the design and construction of small, filament -wound rocket
mnotors, and it had been concluded that a more flexible epoxy w%-jld be
beneficial as far as the physical properties of these motors were con-
cerned. Early in 1963 a mixture of Shell Epon 812 and 828 was found
to produce an epoxy resin of good strength and flexibility. lt-owever,
it was still not known how to cure this resin at the speed required for
high rates of tether production. The Thompson Aeroballistics Lab-
oratory was chosen as the place for producing the tether, because its
650-foot length made it possible to conremplate a feasibIl production
rate. First efforts of production in the Thompson Laboratory were with
a completely homemade setup of dies, ovens, and take-away reel. This
first tether production line was almost completely handmad'-, and its
design followed several basic concepts.

The most important requirement was that the glass be kept as free
as possible from abrasion and bending while it went through the line,
especially before it had had resin applied to it. Second, equal tension
was to be applied to all strands. Third, the entire line was to be
symmetrical; all of the glass fibers would travel the saine distance
while going through the line and ideally would require a creel on which
the spools of glass would be disposed in a circular array, since they,
are disposed in a circle in the finished rods.

Since the glass being used was in the form of spools having 20 ends
per spool, only six or seven spools were needed to provide the amount
of glass for the tether. Therefore a simple frame was designed (Fig. 10)
in which the soools were set as closely together as possible and in such
a manner that the tension in the glass Would be p...i..d by the .eight
of the spool rubbing on a plastic button underneath the spool. From
this tension rack the fibers traveled at a slight, downward slope into
the- impregnation device, which was a tub in which a roller directed
the fibers through the resin. Fromn there the tether went into a pre-
curing or preheating oven (this preheating oven as finally built consisted
simnply of a piece of 2-inch steel conduit with an electric blanket fitted
around the outside), Coming out of the preheating oven the fibers went
through a sizing die (a hole drilled into a piece of steel) and into a long
post-curing oven (again a series of 2-inch steel conduits with heaters
around the outside). The take-away reel was mounted on the floor j
about 50 feet away from the end of the curing ovens.

The first setup utilized the weight of each spool of glass to provide
tension by mounting the spool on a relatively easy-turning spindle, with j
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FIG. 10. Arrangement of 20-End Spools.

the spool's weight bearing upon a plastic button. It was soon discovered,
however, that an aluminum disk riding o..n a Teflon, polyethylene, or
nylon button created too much drag, and a. Teflon disk was interposed
between the aluminum disk and the plastic button. The final combination
was a Teflon disk riding on a polyethylene button. Problt:ms were

still encountered with this arrangement, however, because the glass
fibers would spin off the outside of the spocl when not under tension

and would end up between the disk and the button.

Fiber 'Handling Mehcds

Although some of the better samples of tether were made using
20-end roving, continual difficulty was u,;perienced with what is known
as catenary, that is, individual strands which made up the 20 ends of
roving were not in fact the same length or under equal tension when
the roving as a whole was put under tension. This was evdeiiced by
individual fibers actually popping out of the lether after it had gone
through the production line. Therefore it was decided to switch over to
"single end" glass, that is. each spool of glass has only one end of 204
filaments instead of 20 ends.

The single-end spools are "milk, bottle'" shaped, larger at the
bottom than at the top. The strand o gizste ýts wound on this spool by
a device that looks something like the bait oo a full-bale spinning
reel, which travels from top to bottom all t,._ way around the outside
of the bottle. Standard industry pr;cti'e in applying tension to single-
end strands is to take the glast, stra:,git ,ift thc top of the bottle, un-
winding it naturally under no tension, The gla,&:, is then run through a
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tensioling de'v'ice Olhich 1nay Consist of a pair of rollers forming a
capstar, or it is led througli another device whn ich looks like a wheel
split through thel middle, midcli like an adjustable V -belt pulley. When
-I-... s w, ,ge, ,,,., ho w,,o, Ih, two halves of this st)lit whietl, the
tensioal is applied. Thiesc ty.i of tensioning devices were not used
at NOTS because tlhey both i',,volvt: a considerable amount of flexing
and rubbing of the glass hl it is still dry. Instead, it was decided
that the singic-end ,;lsools vok.JT bc mounted with tfle-ir axes -"-'rizontal.-
and a mechanically adjustal.,-i t. rake would be provided.

In fairness to mrdustr. tiould be pointed out that the NOTS con-
cept ol unrolling the gl:.. L : 'i'" y from the spool also involves a
certain amount of ab '.,.. \r Wnr the glass is wound on a single -end
,;pool, at least with a % -ir\y close level wid, any tension placed o01 it
\kill tnd to pull the glass down between the other layers of the spool
and cause abrasioii. No difficulty has been encountered, however; the
glass seems to feed oif thu. spool quite smoothly.

When the production line was changed from 20-end to single-end
roving, the number of the cndt in the tether was increased to 150. In
order to provide a more even dispersion of spools around the center
of the line the 150 spool holders were arranged on five vertical
supports which were then located in the arc of a circle about 30 feet
a%\ay from the rcsin applicator. This arranged the spools in a rectan-
gular grid rather than in a circular one (Fig. 11). A tensioning device
for single-end spools was developed on the basis of tests conducted oni
a pilot model. Basically, tension was applied by means of the friction

i

4

&

FI10. 11, Arringemnt~r of Simngle-End Spools.j
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between a Teflon insert which was pressed into the base of the spool
carrier and a felt washer which was compressed beneath this Teflon
insert a-d thf. aluminumn base in which the spool was mounted. A
spring bearing on the other end of the spool maintained the pressure.
The compression of the spring was regulated by the amourt Lhat the
central mounting shaft was screwed into the aluminum mounting plate
(Fig. 1Z). 'Ile zanly r-eal difficulL.:, encountered during the installation
of these tensioning dcviced was . asRed by nonuniformity of spool inside
diameter, which caused the Teflon inserts to bind on the shafts. This
difficulty was eliminated by hand-reaming the individual inserts after
they had been put into the spools.

While it was felt that there were advantages to be gained by using
single-end glass in that better tension control was achieved, catenary
was elimizý-,ted, and in case of a break, minor loss of strength would
occur, the p.-rospect of stringing 150 separate ends of glass to a single
orifice caused some apprehension. However, no difficulty was encoun-
tered; when fiber breaks occurred it was quite simple to start the
broken end into the process by merely draping it over one of the other
ends which was traveling into the gathering die and then exercising
a certain amount of care until the fiber had progressed far enough into
the production line so that it was aligned with the other fibers and could
pull its own way along.

However, there were some problems connected with the glass it-
self. For one thing, the first shipment of single-end glass was very
poorly packed; the spools were simply put into an open cubicle inside
a box and were not protected from impact in any way. As a result,

FIG. 12. Single-End Spool Mounting.
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11a1ny of tht spools arrived bruised, dented, torn, or cracked and could
not be used. They were all more than 3 months old, and the ttTS finish
was partly curcd.

Vib ergŽlass is p.- esently produced and packaged by n-,thods largely
inherited trom the textilt- industry. The 20-cnd roving is wound onto
thu spool by having a spool turn, and the individual ends of this roving
have a maximum oe about one twist per foot of lenetl. Thiis twm:1
simipl ifies hiandlig in th producing plant. On the otimer h;iid, th-
single-end glass is wound onto the spool by a dificr-ont proces, iwKIlch
rc sults in the glass having one twist per inch. This high degree ot
twist, besides causing s50n1 undesirable properties in the finished
tether, has caused continual difficulty in the production of tether, in
that these single ends liket to twist one upon the other in the area from
the spool to the gathering die.

.'ib,_r x':-.iregnation Methods

It was realized that satisfactory imp cgnation of the glass fibers
could not be achieved by simply pouring the resin on the glass as the
fibers went by, because the 150 ends of glass contain 31,200 separate
fiLaments. Usual practice in industry is to use a relatively thin resin
and to allow a reasonable period of time for the resin to soak its way
into the interstices but\tccni the glass fibers. Alternatively, the laminate
is flexed, rolled, squeegeed, or otherwise mechanically manipulated
"to force the resin between the fibers. Rather than utilize such mechan-
ical methods, it was hoped that good impregnation could be achieved
by applying resin to a rather loose bundle of fibers and then running
the fibers through a die to apply pressure,

The first production line had to be assembled as soon as possible,
however, and the initial impregnation device consisted simply of a
la-'gc plabtic roller riding in the tub through which the fibers ran
(Fig. 13). A modification to this concept, used during the winter of
1963-196-1, involved a piece of heavy aluminum foil which was slipped
over a steel die so that a pool of epoxy resin might be maintained
around the fibeirb in front of the die. in this way th a ...... f i"-.- € -rst
touched the resin and were coated by it before traveling in:t the die
(Fig. 14). The disadvantage of this method of operation was Lhat the
glass fibers were all gathered together into one •olid rod before being
i-rprgvin ted or hicat-t reated. In an attempt to imnrove this situation,
a poly"e•1,klene disk with four holes in it was insc *ted before the
gatheilitig die so that the fibers entered the impregnation device in
four st.:. 'ate bundles instead of one. Generally good quality tether
wat -a.:J0, i-,-01 this, but ctb polyethylene Separator apparently also

functioncci '-s a coating device and put a skin of polyethylene around
each one of the four separate bundles. The bundles then separated
easily after ti,, tether was cured.

The coricep•s just discussed were feasible for use with the 20-end
roving because Yc tension device, the strands of glass, and the tube
or tub which hel'd ihe resin could all be tipped up from the gathering
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SPOOLS S

RENLEVEL

FIG. 13. Initial Impregnation Tub.

FIG. 14. Resin Bath and Die Setup.

die. In this way the resin could be held in the bath. However, the
single-end spools were disposed horizontally at the same eleration.
The centers of the spools were at the same elevation as the gathering
die, and therefore a slanted holder could not be used for the resin
pool. To better impregnaLt: the tether material and to remove air and
other volatiles by applying a vacuum, a new method, that of separating
the glass into many bundles, was attempted. This method utilized a
spray ring (Fig. 15) to provide at least a temporary coating oi resin
on the fibers, a large gathering die into which was interposed a metal
spreader, and a tube which would be full of resin and would be closed
off on the downstream end by another combination of metal outside die
and inside spreader. The vacuum was to be applied in the steel tube
which served as a preheating chamber. The glass fibers would be
gathered into a rod while in vacuum, thereby minimizing the chance of
trapping air or other volatiles inside the rodof fibers. The resin would
be pumped from the resin tank by a Zenith metering pump to the ring
which surrounded the front of the cone.
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When this concept was tried out, the p'ump did not delive-i enough
resin to provide any sort oi spray froni the spray ring; flie heavy,
rather viscous epoxy s imply rin down the outs ide of the ring. The
resin delivery pipe was thien rerouted so that it discharged Just above
the gathering die. Next it 'v~as found to be impossible to seal the up -
stream end of the vacuum- cham-bei satisfactorily if the -spreader and
die xere used together; this setup was changed to a single round die
just big enough to adm-it thc: glass so that m-ost of the reQsin stayed be -

hind in the tanik. This system wvas workable.

Howeerthe tether w.as sti'll not of acceptable quality, and there -

fore a third tank wvas intcrposcd betwe-en tht: res!inl tarik and the pre -

heater oven which was in es secice a cold vactauiji chaxiih'.r Inl which
the fibers were spread a-part .)ý a rod1 having ait ela rgem innt in its
center. Thle idea of this was that halt the fibers would be led into
one side and hialf the fibers into the ohrand they wouhik be spread
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apart while under vacuum, but in spite of a great deal of czxre in thread-
ing up, the fibers still crossed over fromn one side to the other, snarled
themselves upon the rod, and broke off in3ide the chainber. This idea
then had to be abandoned. The resin tank ond vacuuni tanik were Sep-
arated to cut down the amount of resin ý'Aich leaked into the vacuuni
tank. Fairly satisfactory tether was made with this arrangement. Hlow-
ever, the vacuum achieved inside the vacuum tank w&as still not ncar-ly
high enough to achieve good results.

Finally the units of the line wvere separated so that the resin w~as-
applied as the glass fibers passed through a tank on w&hich was miounted
an ultrasonic vibrator, and the excess resin wvas wiped off. The 1:i ini~te
was t)hen preheated in an open oven, passed through a rather siiall
vacuun- device in wvhich a high vacuum wvas miaintained, through a coat-
ing device to replace the resin xhich had been sucked off the tether by
the vacuum, and then through a sizing die befor*o going throughý the2 curingl
ovens. The performiance of this vacuum- devolatilizer is excellent con-_
side ring that the tether rod spends only about 0.6 second inside the
vacuum. The latest system (Fig. 16) is slightly longer and includes
provisions for reapplying resin to the surface of the rod and for a. fival
steel sizing die.

First runs were made wvithi a mixture of 100 parts Epon 82,15
parts Epon 812 (added to make the tether more flexible), and 5 parts
catalyst "'A." However, even wvith this relatively slow. catalyst a great
deal of difficulty wAas encountered because the resin would set uip before
it could be made into tether. Thle second res-In systern used had the
same proportions of' Epon 828 and 812, wvith three parts of a catalyst
called boron trifluoride -methylethylamine, or BVý3 MEA, also cal~led
BF 3 -400. This catalyst has the admirable property of having an
extremely long pot life at room temperature. With Epon 828 it has a
pot life of about 6 weeks, that is, it takes that long for the v.-iscotity to
become so high that the resin is not usable. On the other hand, at
eLevated telrn1e raturestncrsl ues crnltl - --_lttr o01m-
utes.

.111 Al,'1iA101 AIi 10 VACIuV PL.W.P

ULTRASONI C VIRtAT R[5 IN TANK TAM~ UP
frin

V IP114G oil $EAIW DIE~~ WIWI Oil

FIG. 16. Final Curing Sequence.
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Almorst aj! of the _3ocrcssi&,t running at first was with the 20-end
roving and this Particular resin blend of Epon 828 and B1Z; however,
it vwab noticed th-at withl thoi te~ther the resin had a rather low heat
dibti rtiui tein1pe rature . It wvas felt that this lack of heat resistance
wcouid lead to trouble when the tether was deployed from- a vehicle in
the desf.rt suni. At thlis timre, inforrmation was received from Shell
that Epon 8131 in a liquid state is mutually soluble with water, and this
railecd a pos:sibility that the finished resin would have enough water in
it to cause prublemb with atcamn evolution during curing of the tether.

For these reasorts, three separate resir. systems, l00O76 Epon 828,
l00TO Epon 826, azid 100%, Epon 815, were tried with the BF 3 MEA catalyst;
however, all. three systemls proved. to be too brittle, that is, the finished
tether wvas not fie-xible tinough for practical use. Shell representatives
buggested that the addition of Epon 871 (replacing Epon 812) might
improve flexibility, A1fter some preliminary experiments a blend of
100 parts of Epori 828, 10 parts of Epon 871, and 3 1/21 parts of BF
catalyst was used for the balance of tether runs. The amount ofBP
-was ch-anged several times until a satisfactory balance between cure
time and strungth was achieved. (Table I summarizes run data.)

TIABL E 1L 'FLTHER PRODUCED) AT NO'fS USING S-994 G;I.ASSFI1BERS

(;I" i~w. 1 uri 114. ilt wMean Ukimau' Ireaking~ Dled

Cldt f ,I ,-. I dialit-trT, in. sirenj.~h, Ili pnidui .

20 1 t [pmn 828 0)090 1,4U)-1 , I4l0 10.'63
20 1I to lii 813 .090 1,434 - 1,4v6 10 63
211 140) 1- uon 82H,812 .0901 1,71 H 11 Ii 63
20 ! 0 Kpi'n 815 .09(1 1,4741 - 1.500 12 63
20 14( V) 1-lon 828 o9o 2,4106 - 1.492 122/63
20, 10) [ot jV n 828-812 091,120 12 63l
20 200 1)". .00) 978 - 1,104 12 63
20 80 2141. .0 7 5( 90) t 1 64
20 .0(0 I)1 87 - 858 3'6 t

22ý9 1 )o. .08.1 1,3901 - 1,425 9 64
lIe I-7 Ijuui 828 .085 1.401 9 61

Ih Wl Filun 828+87l Q108 -,'6 S70 1 1 64
150 Dh. .085 1 600 - 1225 I 64
Is 7f)4 A nw) 1 -0 uf I W5

Ii(ui I lrodu l dio r cuto 2t.,000 N-v

The cure, time was regulated by changing the pull speed, noting
the color difference in the finished tether, and correlating this color
with the test results on samples taken fromn the run. With tne present
resin blend and with the heater set at maximumn temperatures, the best
results have been achieved at a production rate of 24 ft/min.

The post curing is accomplished by running the tether through a

series of five 10-foot lengths of 2--inch conduit, three of which have
electric heating blankets around the outside, and two of which are simiply
insulated. The temperature in the ove-.ms is kept uniform by means of
a smnall blower which m-oves air fromn the upstream end down through
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the series of heaters and out the back. On a typical run at 24 ft/min,
the preheating oven, which is 10 feet long, is set at 400'F, with the
post-curing ovens at 450 to 500'F. Ký,esin tempe.rature at the impregna-
tion bath is about 150°F. The finished tether with the Epon 828-871
blend is between a light amber and a straw color. It is wound onto
the take-up drum about 60 feet downstream (rom the end of the curing
oven.

The tether is generally started up by manually pulling 2;, dry
glass through the resin impregnator and die, t' -it is, be.ore tl-e resin
is put in, and then enough slack glass is pulled through so that it can
be attached to an old piece of tether or suitable fish tapQ aind con--ected
to the take-up reel.

tether Size

Initial runs were made with a Teflon sizing tie containing a fairly
large percentage of grapl-ite; however, this die wore much- too rapidly.
(The Teflon die at the downstream end of the ,esin tank which w\as
originally 0.094 inch wore to 0.137 inch during the course of a 24,000-
foot run.) Subsequent runs were made with a die of mild steel, and
this die was used to make the original long run of 12,000 feet in the
spring of 1964. During this run the die increased in dianme~ter by 0.003
inch. Next, BTR (Bethlehem Tool Room) steel was used. This steel
was not ha lened, but subsequent dies have been made of hardened
BITR steel. This hardened steel die has been used for all runs from
September 1964 to the present with no measurable wear. It sec ms
safe to conclude that this material wivll make a satisfactory die, and it
is planned to use it in the final setup.

ln early runs a phenomenon known as blossoming or blooming,
was encountered in which Zhe tether increased in size after it left
the sizing die. Most of this increase was caused by the expansion of
gases trapped inside the tether, created by the formation of bubbles
as the glass fibers moved through the pregnation tank. To solve
thlis pruL1iciri Vi as appi !t h res~nin tn. (curren~tly it is,

operated at aoout 150'1'), and a small vibration transducer was attached
to the outside of the tank. When the vibration frequency is 40,000 cps,
blossuo..ing is virtually climinated behind the sizing die, arid the size
of the tether actua.ly decreases.

In many runs the sizing die served as a guide, or an alplicator
of extra resin for the outside 6f the tether; the size of the tether is
really dtterni-ied principally by the number of ends and the resin

.... of t. -•f al d. vi,- v i o r instarc~, tether
content, raLincL inl , by .... ..... . ..... .. .-- rt
0.080 inch in dianmeter has been made fromn a die having a dianmeter of
0.082 inch.

Take-Away Drum

The take-away drum for most of the tether runs has been a con-
verted nav.al wvincih hav'ng a 2-foot core diameter, driven by a. variable-
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speed drive. As originally set up, the unit had a level winding device,
but the lead on this level winder was about 5/8 inch per turn. This,
couplel-d with the diameter of the tether, which of course is less than
1/8 inch, resulted in considerable damage to the tether becaubt: uf
crossovers as :,ucceedizng layers were wound on. This take-away unit
was modified by a small handmadc gear box to achieve a minimum
head of 0.090 inch, which gives reasonably good results. The longest
run to date has resulted in 12 layerb, on the drum. In balloon launching,
the tension is approximately eight times as much as the tension used
in making the tether; therefore the tether may pull down into underlying
layers during ]aun :hing.

33
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Appendix

SPLICING AND END FITTING TECHNIQUES

LAP SPLICE

Ideally, a splice should change neither the size nor the stiffness
of the tether and should support the same tensile load. A straight-
forward way to approach this goal is through the use of a beveled joint,
in which the ends of the tether are cut at a shallow angle and glued
tgether. Theoretically, such a joint would develop the full strength of
the tether if the bevel were 75 diameters long.

For the first splice a clamp held the tether so that its end could
be beveled at an angle of 1 1/2 degrees with a razor blade. This angle,
the shallowest feasible to make in a steel jig, produced a lap only about
Z inches long. Furthermore, the thin end did not readily stay in its
groove. After gluing, this splice broke at a stress of 770 psi.

in an attempt to strengthen the joining area, extra glass fibers
were used; however, joints usuall,' failed in the resin layer between
the reinforcement and the original tether. In a few instances the out-
side "skin" of the tether pulled off, and two of the sample splices were
still iniact when the tether itself failed. These latter splices were
hand-cut to a long taper, and the tether surface was carefully cleaned
and reinforced for a distance of 8 inches. The reinforcement was held
firmly in place by a sleeve of heat-shrunk plastic tubing.

The mininlrn-, length of the skive splice should be 75 diameters on
either side of the center (assuming that ill of the load is carried by the
reinforcing matertai), or 1Z inches for an 0.080-inch tether, With the
same amount of glass in the reinforcement as in the tether, the over-
all diamr,:ter will be increased by 4i.4"/. The 0.080 -inch-tether splice,
with an 0.,020-inch polyolefin tubing., will have a diameter of at least
0.153 inch and a length of at least 12 inches.

Technique for Making Lap Splice (0.080-Inch Tetherl

Split ...te tether about 8 inche.. fro. . th.e end, anrd c'u-t off the thinner
half. With the cut surface up, bevel the end of the split about 4 inches
and bevel from the split section into the full tether section about 4
inches as shown in Fig. 17. (This will provide a 12-inch lap.) Prepare
the other piece of tether to be spliced in the same way. Clean the ,ý s
vith solvent for a distance of at least 18 inches. (Atter the tether is
cleaned, gloves should be worn for a.1 operations.)
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FIG. 17. Tether Preparation for Lap Splice.

Place a short (about. 4 inches) piece of shrink tubing over each
tether (nd and slide it away from the splice area. Insert 6 feet of
fiberglass ends (about 160 e.-,ds) through 24 inches of shrink tubing.
Slide this piece of tubing containing the fibers onto one end of the splis.e.
Ca3-amp the tether ends so that the laps match. Coai the cut surfaces
wit', a thin layer of epoxy resin, and bind the laps together with glass
thread, Lay the glass fiber reinforcement extending from the 24-inch
tubing along the top of the splice joint and soak with resin. This soaked
fiberglass should extend at least 6 inzhes on each side of the splice.
Htold the tether and push the tubing over the splice, using a slow twist-
ing motion to distribute the fibers around the spliced area.

Use a heat gun and shrink the tubing from the center toward each
end. Trim off any extending ends of glass fibers, slide the short lengths
of tubing over the splice ends, and shrink. The total length of the splice
area is approximately 24 inches.

Suitable resin systems are (1) Shell Epon 8Z8 with 10 parts Epon
871 and 10 parts DET per hundred; (2) Dow DER 335 with 10 parts DET
per 100; or (3) either (1) or (2) with 3 1/2% B3F MEA substituted for
the DFT. (1) and (2) cure in 8 hours at room *emperature. (3) has a

pot life of several weeks at room temperature and may be prer-rixed,
or it may be cured by application of high temperature (240'F) for a few
minutes. The relationship between curing time and curing temperature
is exponential.

• ~1-

SPLIT END SPLICE

A splicing technique which relies upon mechanical interlocking
has also beer developed. •i-s- splice w.ith uit able 7-,n-forcing, is

shorter than the lap splice and is more reliable. It has exceeded the
strength of the tether many times. However, it is also much bulkier
and stiffer than the lap splice, and is usually more than twice the
original tether diameter. Because of these deficiencies this technique
is not being used, although a description follows.
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Techiniqtie for Ntahiti Mlechani,-al Splice

Split each tether end to be spliced into fourths for 8 inches. J3evel
the split ends for a distance of 3 inches. Clean the ends with solvent
anid install reiniforcemnent arid shirink tubing as for a lap splice. Spread
the cut ends with scrap pieces of tether anid clampl the ends to give a
tot-il overlap of 13 inchecs (Yig.. 1S). Inte rlcave the split ends and biknd
themil withL gl1SM thread. CoLietet:e sj-I~kt ubing the saine miethod
used in the lap splice.

FIG. 18. Tether Preparatifin for Mechanical Spilicc.

END I 1TTINGS

Most of the end fittings used in tosting tether samiples have relied
on a mechanical lock to hold the end of the tether'. The tether is led
through a sm-all hole in a mild steel fitting, thie end is split into quarters)
and a wedge is inserted in the split cend to prevent iis pulling out
(Fig. 19). The space between tether and fitting i's then filled with epoxy
resin. This holder his pe rforrmed very wvell for initial testing.

TAPE* rIJP 16 IN INSIDE tIILMETER 1- 4 1.4. IN5IDE D)lAME1 ER

10. 19, Tcdhcr End F~ng

When this holder was use-d for uniaxial fatigue tests, premature
failures were accoinpanied by hiea-ting in the centaer of the holder anid
evolution of povde red epoxy fr om the enJ of the holder. A% rough
( i' culation shoyed that tile c~ongat ion in, 'h. 5--incl lcngth arnounted
to 0. 15 inch, Since tile resin thickness at, tile narro ~o\nd: of thle holder
is about 0.0-'3 inch, the resulting shear 6t raii \,,as 7 00ý' -far too
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much. Several holders were modified by enlarging the 1/8-inch L,-le
to 3/16 inch, eliminating the heating problem. These modified holders
have bince been used for tensile and creep tests with good results,
although the resin often cracks at the end, since the ehear strain is
still about 300%/7.

Better results and easier specimen preparation result from using
80 ends of glass roving laced through the split ends and wrapped
around the tether as it emerges from the holder. A "cup" of tape is
then wrapped around the holder, which is filled with resin before in-
scrtion of the tether end.

1he tether has been subject to breaks at the holder because of
the tendency of tether made from all-the -same -twist glass to unwind.
The ends of a spccimnen IZ inches long have been observed to rotate
90 degrees relative to the holder during a tensile test. This places a
very high stress concentration where the tether enters the holder.

The holders used in testing have been mnade of steel, because this
inetal will vwithstand the tempcraturc needed to burn out the epoxy
resin after each use. Alunainurn, having a lower modulus of elasticity,
would make a more compliant holder, and a holder made of glass-
reinforced epoxy resin would be even better. Such a holder has been
used for test woik at the University of Nevada. Except for a few
failures caused by unwinding, this holder has developed the strength of
the tether up to 1,800 pounds.

V
Ii
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It ABSTRACT

The tethered aerological balloon system (TABS) currently under development at
NOTS is designeU! to maintain a captive balloon and payload at stratospheric altitude
for an indefinite period of time, taking advantage of the region of minimum wind
velocity nearly always present at somne level in the lower stratosphere. The system
consists of (1) a conventional polyethylene balloon fitted with a self-deploying reef-

ng system to reduce lateral drag; (Z) an airborne telemetry -comm.and package
apable of monitoring up to six aerological or other parameters concurrently
,di-~~tical packagee may be dietrihtite~d along the tether as needed): (3) a NOTS-

developed glass fiber tether having a tensile strength comparable to that of steel,
at one-fourth the latter's weight, fabricated in splice-free lengths exceeding 100,001)
feet; and (4) a mobile ground vehicle from which all functions subsequent to launch
can be performed, carrying a crew, control winch, anid equipment to communicate
with a ground telem~etry and command station; the vehicle can run with the wind to
reduce lateral drag loads on ascent or dt.-scent. The system is expected to become
operational the fall of 1965. Various us1es and possible further developments of suc
astratospheric moored platform are discussed, including applications to manned

s yst ems.
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